HOMICIDE COLD CASE

Ryan Vogler
Daniel Olvera

VICTIM #1: Ryan Vogler
VICTIM #2: Daniel Olvera

SYNOPSIS:

On Friday, July 24, 1992, around midnight a double murder occurred at the Sherwood Villa Apartment Complex on Arlette Dr. in Victorville. The victims were found inside an apartment where Daniel Olvera lived. Both victims were transported to local hospitals and later died of gunshot wounds. Witnesses heard gunshots and saw one Hispanic male leaving the area. Witnesses also saw a white truck and tan or brown Buick rapidly leaving the area. Daniel was associated with the Eastside Victoria Gang (ESV) out of Victorville, California. (H#1992-083)

ANYONE WITH INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
Sheriff Homicide Detail (909) 387-3589
or
WE TIP 1-800-78-CRIME
(Anonymous)